
What in the world is kitbashing? Wh y would I want an antenna for 60
meters? What's a PD-BO 1O? Read on to solve all of these mysteries...

Kitbashing the PD-8010 Antenna
For 60 meters

BY WILLI AM M. RILEY," N3SNU

Photo A- The balun of the PO-80 10 multiband dipole accepts a single feedline
for all four bands of operation---or in the case of the author 's "kitbashing N

project, five bands. (Photos by the author)

Y
ears before I got my ham license
I was a model railroader. The
model-rai lroad hobby has a

grand tradition of "kitbashinq," meaning
to take one or more kits and use the
parts 10 make a model of a locomotive,
railcar, or structure for which there is no
kit available. Just about every issue of
a model railroad magazine contained a
kitbashing article. In this same tradition,
I found aneedto modifythe Van Gorden
Engineering PO-BOlO antenna to in
clude the 60 meter band.

No, I'm not just doing this in anticipa
tion of approval of the proposed ama
teur allocation in that band. I'm also a
member of the U.S. Coast Guard Auxil
iary. The Auxiliary has access to some
government-only frequencies. and my
Region holds a high-frequency net
twice a month on 5.4225 MHz. My
MARS-modified ICOM IC-725 will
transmit on this frequency, but I need~

ed an efficient antenna.
Since earning my amateur license in

1994, I have been through several an
tennas. working my way up the learn
ing curve. Myfirst HFcontact wasmade
with a Heathkit HW-8 transceiver and a
Spiro Manufacturing LC-80 shortened
dipole for 80 meters. When I got the
used IC-725 at a hamfest, I connected
it to a Shakespeare "Big Stick" CB an
tenna and made my first OX contact on
10meters. Later I put together a triband
dipole for 80, 40. and 15 meters from
ladder line as described in the antenna
chapter of Now You 're Talking. Some
wherealong theway Iobtained an MFJ
971 tuner. and I was able to find set
tings that would allow me to work with
the LC·80 dipole on just about all bands
except 10 and 160. What I didn't real
ize was that the balun at the feedpoint
of the dipole was really taking a beating
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during out-of-band operation. It eventu
ally failed. My first few check-ins to the
Coast Guard Auxiliary net may have
beenthe last straw. It wasdifficult to find
a tuner setting for that frequency, and
the correct setting had a very narrow
bandwidth. I needed a new antenna.

The PD-8010 Kit
After some browsing through catalogs,
Idecided that the Van Gorden PO-8010
would be my best bet. It's a parallel
dipole with four conductors, each cut to
resonance on a different frequency,and
center-fed with a single feed line (photo
A). It's still fed through a balun, allow
ing me to use coax feedline. I consid
ered using a dipole fed with ladder line,
but all the literature warns against run
ning the ladder line too close to metal
lic objects. The feedpoint of my dipole

is supported by a steel mast bracketed
to my chimney (photo B), and the feed
line hangs straight down alongside this
mast. The coax for the PO-8010 would
simply be looped under the eaves,
through an opening in the soffit. and
across the attic to my den. where it
would drop down through a wall cavity
to a neat jack box. I was not sure what
RFI problems I'd create following this
route with ladder line.

At any rate, the VanGorden PO-BOlO
seemed like the most versatile antenna
for the money. Priced at only $44.95 in
the Ham Radio Outlet catalog, it was
almost like buying the balunand getting
the rest of the parts free. Therefore, the
antenna kit went on my birthday wish
list, and was happily presented to me
by my wife Pam, N3XFL.

The PD-B01 0 kit contains the balun,
2BO feet of #14 stranded copper wire,
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100 feet of nylon rope, eight spreaders,
and fou rceramic insulators. With Pam's
help I measured and cut the four pairs
of wires to a different length for each
band as specified in the instructions.
The instructions tabulate cutting
lengths for several frequencies in each
band. I cut mine to the length specified
for the midpoint of each band, Knowing
what I now know, J would have cut to
the longest of the tabulated lengths. I
found the antenna elements a bit short
on almost all bands when I started fine
tuning. More on that later.

The 60 meter Mod
Now forthe60 meter modification: Ical
culated the dipole length for 5.4225
MHz using the formula in the antenna
chapter of Now You 're Talking (L =

468/f). I also calculated this theoretical
length for the 80 and 40 meter bands,
and compared that to the cutting lengths
in the PO-BOlO instructions to see how
much they added for connections, etc.
There wasn't enough of the wire leftover
from the antenna kit to make this addi 
tional conductor, so I went to my local
hardware store for more,

Funnythingaboutthat;it'shardtofind
14-gauge, uninsulated wi re , either
stranded or solid. After trying not only
my favorite small hardware store, but
also two ~big box" home centers, I set
tled for a 100 ft. spool of Type THHN,
#14,solid,multi-purpose wire with black
insulation. I later found that Radio
Shack does have 70 ft . coils of #14
strandedwire available underpart num
ber 278-1329, but I didn 't make thatdis
covery until I had already assembled
the antenna, Oh, well. The solid wire
actually turned out to be easier to work
with in some ways. It holds its shape
after being straightened out for mea
suring, unlike the stranded wire, which
insists on springing back into a Slinky
type coif, or kinking badly.

The spreaders in the PO-8010 kit are
white plastic bars about 6 inches long,
pre-drilled with four, three, or two holes,
depending on where they belong in the
antenna assembly. J would have to
make up another pair of spreaders with
live holes to accommodate my fifth
antenna element. While shopping for
the wire, I also looked for things similar
to the original plastic bars to make addi
tional spreaders. Eventually, I decided
that the most economical material
would be 1/2 inch PVC pipe. I cut the
pipe with a tubing cutter, clamped it in
my vise, and drilled the holes with an
electric drill . The dimensions are not
critical; the holes are not uniformly
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on themselves, introduce still another
wire which would then be soldered to the
lug (photo OJ . The bundle of five wires
twisted together was so bulky that there
was no way my electric soldering iron
could ever heat it up enough. Therefore,

Pho to B- Sharing space on a metal
mast attached to the chimney made it
essential to use a coax feedline instead
of open-wire line, which might have
been more tolerant of mismatches.
However, ladder line could interact with
the metal mast, causing it to radiate.

spaced on the orig inal spreaders. Since
I had to buy a whole length of pipe. I
decided to replace all the spreaders
rather than just insert one diHerent pair
(photo C) .

With the wires threaded through the
spreaders and the whole assembly laid
out in a V across the back yard, I next
had to make the common attachment of
all the antenna elements to the balun. I
had arranged the antenna on the
ground with the feedpoint on the brick
patio for soldering ease and safety.
There was an outdoor electrical outlet
nearby, and the working surface would
be non-combustible.

The next problem was the size of the
bundle of wires that had to be soldered
together. The Van Gorden Hi-Q Balun
has an eye-bolt on each side that is
intended to be a mechanical support
only. There is a solder lug to make the
electrical connection. The instructions.
wri tten and illustrated with a simple
dipole in mind, call for threading the
antenna wire through the eyebolt, wrap 
ping it back on itself with a 2 inch tail left
over, then soldering this tai l to the sol
der lug . However. with the PO-SOl O,
each of the four sets of wires must be
connected mechanically and electrical
ly. There isn't room to solder all four
original wires to the solder lug , let alone
a fifth for my modification. It's tough
even getting all these wires through
the eyebolt.

The best solution I could come up with
was to thread the bundle of wires through
the eyebolt, and while twisting them back
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Photo C- This detail of the antenna leg heading toward the front yard shows the
different length elements plus the author's redone spreaders.
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I did the soldering with a propane torch,
much like sweat-soldering a pipe joint. I
heated the bundle of wires, touched the
solder to it, and watched the solder melt
and soak into all the cavities by capillary
action. I kept my fingers crossed that the
heat would not be too much for the balun .
(It's hard to hold a propane torch with
your fingers crossed, by the way.) By
comparison, soldering the single wire to
the lug with a soldering iron was no trou
ble at all.

I like to use wire rope clips for attach
ing the egg insulator to the end of anten
na wires. I guess that's a throwback to
my training as a merchant seaman. I
use three clips on each end connection.
The number of clips needed to achieve
80% of the strength of a wire rope is
greater for larger sizes, but we're not
talking about making up a mooring line
or towing hawser here. The clips should
be installed with the U-bolt on the bitter
end of the wire and the saddle on the
standing part. The distance between
clips should be at least six times the
diameter of the wire. The 1/1 6 inch clips
available at my local hardware store are
about the right size for this antenna wire.
The clips also make adjustments to the
length of the antenna easy. Just loosen
the clips, shorten the antenna element
by adjusting the amount of wire used in
making the eye, and tighten the clips. If
you're going in the right direction, you
can cut off excess wire. If you've gone
too far , you have some opportunity to
lengthen the element a bit by shorten
ing the eye.

In retrospect, wire rope clips might
have been a better way to make the
mechanical connection to the balun as
well. The individual wires could have
been twisted together, opposite to their
individual twist. to form one "wire rope"
which then could have been looped
through the eyebolt and folded back on
itself , secured with a set of larger wire
rope clips. There would still have to be
one conductor some 2 inches longer
than the others forattachment to the sol
der lug. The whole assembly could still
be sweat-soldered if necessary for good
RF conductivity.

Final Tuning
When it comes to the fina l tun ing , the
PO-BOlO antenna is perfect for some
one who has more time than money. I
have already pointed out that the kit is
inexpensive. However, the trial-and
error process of trimming all four ele
ments (five with my modification) is
quite tedious.

I have the antenna feedpoint sup-
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Photo D- A close-up of the balun shows both the mechanica l and electrical
connections of the wire elements.
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adjusted, As it turned out, the 80 meter
element was the only one that I could
adjust by shortening it. I had to splice
some extra length onto all the others.

After fighting with the soldering iron
out in the yard several times trying to
duplicate the neat splice illustrated in
Now You 're Talkingand other textbooks,
Ihiton anideamany peoplewill find blas
phemous, I attached an extension to
each element using wire nuts. I started
with a 1 tt.piece of wire, and if thatdidn't
work, I replaced it with a 2 ft. length, and
so on,Theshorterpiecesthatdidn'twork
on the longer elements were useful later
on the shorter elements, where a small 
er change in length makes a greater
change in frequency. With the wire nuts
Icould easily untwist thenut, snipaninch
off the wire, and twist the wire nut back
on. I repeated the process on the other
leg of the antenna, hoisted everything
back up, went inside, and tested the
SWR again. I also found a bamboo pole
handy for untangling the wires if they got
crossed in the process of hoisting aloft.

Once I got the 60 meter element res
onant close to the Coast Guard Auxil
iary net frequency, Iwas able to confirm
its performance by checking into the
net, with Auxiliary Radio Facility CAR
OLINA BEACH II (Dan, WB4DHU) as
net control. The 60 meter element still
seemsto havea narrow bandwidth, per
haps as a result of the insulated solid
wire, but for now I only need it on the
net frequency,

The 40 meter element is also intend
ed to work on 15 meters, but I still

ported by a rope and pulley attached to
a 30 h. mast bracketed to my chimney.
The same mast also supports my 2
meter vertical and two TV antennas
(AlB switch instead of a rotor), so the
dipole is only about 25 tt, up at the cen
ter. The ends are tied off to trees in the
front and back yards, between 10 and
15 ft . off the ground. I have no idea how
many trips I made up and down the lad
der to the roof and the three trees
involved. This was the first time in al
most ten years my neighbors actually
got curious enough about my "aerial"
antics to ask what I was doing. As I car
ried the ladder around the house, I kept
thinking that it might be worth the cost
of two more ladders to have one up
against the back-yard tree, another at
the front-yard tree, and yet another up
to the roof.

I thought I remembered reading
something within the past few years
about the correct order in which to tune
the elements of a parallel dipole, but I
couldn't find any such advice. I arbi
trarily started withthe 80 meterelement.
Using a Radio Shack #21 -524 SWR
meter and the rig on low power, before
long I had the antenna resonant near
the 3.717 MHz frequency of the Mary
land Slow Net. I decided to leave that
as it was until later, If the interaction
between elements made any differ
ence, it would either move closer to the
midpoint of the 75180 meter band, or I
would be able to trim it further if it went
the other way. It eventually was reso
nant at 3.675 after all the others were
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and it has been the most useful. It's now
resonant at 14.228 MHz. I check into
the Maritime Mobile Service Net every
chance I get. and now I'm trying to get
on the ai r with PSK31 and a RigBlaster,
not to mention all the other activity on
this band.

The 10 meter element was a bit of a
challenge. The SWR was too high to
read accurately and almost flat across
the band. At first I tried shortening the
elements, looking for improvement, but
it soon became evident I was not get
ting anywhere and the length was way
too short. I spliced on an extension and
started over, confident I was now be·
yond the correct length in the other
direction. However, I still had that al
most flat SWR curve close to infinity.
Finally, I connected a CB rad io and
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haven't managed to tune it so that both
40 and 15are resonant. Maybe if I was
confining my efforts to the Novice CW
subbands it would be possible. I'll keep
trying. Meanwhile, irs resonantat 7.240
MHz and usable on significant portions
of 40. When I got to the 40 , 20 , and 10
meter elements, I realized that I could
separate these three and lead them to
a different tree in the back yard for a
more straight-line configuration. See
fig. 1 for the final layout of the antenna
on my property. Surveyors' plot plans
such as this are useful for planning or
illustrating the layout of your antenna
farm. Just photocopy the plot plan you
got when you purchased or refinanced
your homeand add the antenna details.

The 20 meter element was probably
the second easiest element to adjust.

Fig. 1- Anyone who buys a house or has a mortgage probably has a survey map
put away with other important papers. Having a few photocopies on hand can be

very helpful in planning and plotting additions such as antennas.
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covered. Since then J obtained a used
MFJ-207 SWR analyzer at a local ham
fest, and that will help with further ad
justments of this and future projects.

As for those offensive wire nuts, don't
worry. I replaced them after I finished
tuning each element. The purists prob
ably still won't like what I used. I re
placed the wire nuts with crimp-on, sol
derless butt connectors (photo E).
However, I installed these connectors
using an Ancor Double Ratchet ing
Crimper, Model 702 17, used by marine
electricians and available at BoatUS for
$42.99. It's a ratcheting device that will
not release unt il the jaws are fully
closed. When you are done, the splice
is electrically and mechanically reliable
to American Boat & Yacht Council stan
dards (ABYC E-9.17.12.4 calls for a ten
sile strength test of 30 pounds on a con
nector for 14-gauge wire .). Add some
heat-shrink tubing if you are still con
cerned about weatherproofing .

Conclusion
I learned a lot from this project. On most
of the bands the bandwidths are nar
rower than advertised,but I attribute this
to the fact that my antenna is not ele
vated even a half-wavelength above
ground. If an ice storm takes this anten
na down or the balun burns out, maybe
I'll try something different next time.
Meanwhile, I'm having fun , and I've
proven to myself that this kitbashing
project works. •

found that the SWR was still high, but
better at the low end of the 11 meter
band. I kept trimming the antenna in
small steps until I had good results on
CB channel 40, and then went back to
the 10 meter band . Now I had readings
on 10 meters that made sense.

I continued to trim the antenna until
the resonant frequency was 28.3 MHz,
the transition between the CW and
phone subbands, and the SWR was
within acceptable limits on the Ten-Ten
Internat ional Alternate (Novice) Net fre
quency of 28.380 MHz.The primary net
frequency of 28.800 MHz has close to
a 3 :1 SWR. As it turns out, my Wilson
Alpha V58 CB antenna still works bet
ter on 10 meters. During the Walt
Disney 100th Birthday special event, I
contacted WD4WOW in Florida using
the PD-801 0, but I had to switch to the
5/8~wave vertical to reach W06MM in
California.

The whole tuning and tweaking
process took over a month after I had
the antenna assembled and erected. It
seems like a long time, but thi s is a
hobby, and I only worked on it when I
had time, and even then I tried to avoid
the times of day when the band J was
working on would be most active. I con
sidered whether one of the fancy anten
na analyzers would help, but aside from
the cost, I thought the device might be
hopelessly confused by all the parallel
elements. Also, from what I could see
in the catalogs, the 60 meter element
would have been between the ranges
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